
 



 

Discover IsoTek’s award-winning range of power conditioning 
systems developed to improve, enhance and protect the sensitive 
audio components you own. Power is the first input to any home 
entertainment system; it flows through the system, used by each 
component in turn to create the signal that moves the speakers’ 
drive units and delivers the pixels on the screen. What we see  
and hear is fashioned from, and by, mains electricity – it’s the  
‘raw material’ from which the ‘art’ is created.

The Discovery range offers an affordable way to not only  
protect your investment, but also guarantee the best  
possible performance whenever you listen.
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DISCOVERY



£1,500 - £5,000UP TO £1,500

YOUR SYSTEM VALUE YOUR SYSTEM VALUE YOUR SYSTEM VALUE YOUR SYSTEM VALUE

£5,000 - £15,000 £15,000 +



Your chance to enter IsoTek’s innovative and multi award-winning range of power 
conditioning solutions. Polaris is a cost effective upgrade to any audio or audio-visual 
system, delivering improved performance, protection and astonishing value for money.

13,500 AMP
PROTECTION

SAFETY
DISCHARGE CIRCUIT

FUSED INPUT
10 AMP DELTA FILTER POLARIS-X

EVO3 POLARIS

“�We�created�Polaris�to�
deliver�our�award�winning�
circuit�topology�at�a�more�
approachable�budget.�Great�
care�has�been�taken�to�engineer�
Polaris�to�be�aesthetically�
pleasing�to�the�eye�as�well�
as�delivering�unrivalled�
performance�for�its�price.” 
 
IsoTek DesIgn Team

����Removes�Common�Mode�and�Differential�
Mode�mains�noise.

����RFI�reduction�30dB.

� ����Independent�outlets�stop�Differential�Mode�
cross�contamination.

����Unique�delta�filter�topology�improves�
product�performance.

����13,500A�of�instantaneous�protection,�
featuring�IsoTek’s�unique�sequential�
protection�system.

����Internal�wiring;�multi-strand�silver�platted�
OFC�copper�with�PTFE�dielectric.

����Available�in�UK,�EU,�US,�AU,�CH�and�ZA�
sockets.

� ����Maximum�continues�power�2,300W.
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EVO3 MINI MIRA

DELTA FILTER
22,500 AMP

PROTECTION
SAFETY

DISCHARGE CIRCUIT
FUSED INPUT

10 AMP
TRIPLE RESONANT BROAD

SPECTRUM FILTER CENTER 
FREQUENCY 73.4 kHz

“�The�Mira’s�effect�was�
immediately�noticeable�
on�all�displays...�The�
IsoTek�Mira�should�be�
auditioned�by�anyone�
interested�in�achieving�
the�very�best�picture�and�
sound�quality.” 
 
aV ReVIew magazIne

Designed specifically for audio-visual applications and utilizing the already  
highly praised Mira circuit, Mini Mira’s unique ‘Triple Resonance Filter©’ 
improves performance and protection for CRT, LCD, LED and plasma screens,  
and is also fully compatible with projectors.

����Removes�Common�Mode�and�Differential�
Mode�mains�noise.

����RFI�reduction�30dB�audio,�40dB�visual.

� ����Independently�conditioned�outlets�–�stops�
Differential�Mode�cross�contamination.

����Triple�Resonant�Filter©�give�ultimate��
visual�performance�as�well�as�stopping��
‘in-rush’�currents,�which�reduce�a�
component’s�life�span.

����13,500A�of�instantaneous�protection,�
featuring�IsoTek’s�unique�sequential�
protection�system.

� ����Internal�wiring;�multi-strand�silver�platted�
OFC�copper�with�PTFE�dielectric.

� ����Available�with�UK,�EU,�US,�AU,�CH��
and�ZA�sockets.

� ����Maximum�continuous�power�2,300W.
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EVO3 ISOPLUG EVO3 NEOPLUG

8000 AMP
PROTECTION

SAFETY
DISCHARGE CIRCUIT DELTA FILTER

Deploy IsoPlug around your home to stop Differential Mains 
noise created by personal computers, fridge freezers, microwave 
ovens, in fact anything with a power supply. Simply plug into wall 
sockets next to these appliances for immediate effect.

NeoPlug builds upon IsoPlug’s performance by utilising an 
innovative circuit that overcomes capacitor inductance allowing 
it to react quickly to transient and high frequency mains noise.

����Removes�Common�Mode�and�Differential�Mode�mains�noise.

����Shunts�mains�noise�away�from�your�sensitive�audio�components.

� ���Can�be�deployed�next�to�devices�that�create�mains�noise.

����Useful�and�cost�effective�way�to�upgrade�a�standard�mains�
distribution�block.

����8,000A�of�instantaneous�protection.

����Available�in�UK,�EU�and�US�versions.

���Removes�Common�Mode�and�Differential�Mode�mains�noise.

����Shunts�mains�noise�away�from�your�sensitive�audio�components.

� ����Second�stage�auxiliary�circuit�reacts�quickly�to�high�frequency�
mains�noise.

���Can�be�deployed�next�to�mains�noise�creating�devices.

����Useful�and�cost�effective�way�to�upgrade�a�standard�mains�
distribution�block.

���8,000A�of�instantaneous�protection.

� ���Available�in�UK,�EU�and�US�versions.
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8000 AMP
PROTECTION

HIGH SPEED
GAS DISCHARGE

TUBE SHUNT FILTER

SAFETY
DISCHARGE CIRCUIT DELTA FILTER



Mains pollution corrupts the absolute 
sound you strive to achieve
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